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the new release of powerbuilder 12.5 came out on thursday, february 14, 2013. we have just
launched a new website for this version of powerbuilder and so we decided to celebrate this new
release by offering a free upgrade to powerbuilder 12.5 and easerver 6.3.1 to all current users of
powerbuilder 12.5. we have given a free license to all users of the current release of powerbuilder
12.5 and easerver 6.3.1 to upgrade to the new release. so please send me an email at fitzger@e-
learn.org.uk to request a free license. powergen v10.3.1 was a minor update to v10.0. among the
changes in v10.1 are: a fix to the pb 2019 r3 powerbuilder compiler output log to show the correct
version number, a fix to the pb 2019 r3.0 text file being created incorrectly, and a fix to a vscode

error when the pb.pb3.exe is run in the background. powergen v10.2.0 was a minor update to
v10.1.0. among the changes in v10.0 are: a fix for a logging error message when pb is run with the
pb 2019 r3 powerbuilder compiler installed, and a fix for a problem where the pb 2019 r3.0 text file
being created incorrectly. powergen v10.1.0 was a minor update to v10.0. among the changes in
v10.0 are: a fix to the pb 2019 r3 powerbuilder compiler output log to show the correct version

number, a fix to the pb 2019 r3.0 text file being created incorrectly, and a fix to a vscode error when
the pb.pb3.exe is run in the background. cowi were instructed to develop a new application in a later
version of pb and migrate the existing caretaker application to this new version. after a period of re-

engineering caretaker was successfully migrated to pb 11.6. the new version of caretaker was
named cattlepilot, and now contains a number of new features. the new version of caretaker is a

state-of-the-art application and is now available as a commercial product.
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I am very impressed by
your website. It has
answered a lot of

questions for me. A lot of
them technical things

like the "Encore XP
update" thing, and

others like "Where do I
get powerbuilder?". I

have always wanted to
create a web portal
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system for Windows XP. I
have been reading alot
of stuff about.NET, VB6,
Powerbuilder and others,
but it is all very technical

for a non-technical
person like me. I need
something that will be

easy to learn for me and
simple to use.

Powerbuilder seems like
the best option for what I

want to do. I am
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considering using
Powerbuilder for my next
project. I am planning to
use it to create an online

system that lets a
company to manage

their inventory and other
things related to their
business. I have seen

some of your courses in
the website, the classes

are awesome. I don't
know much about
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programming but still i
am eager to learn in this

website. Powersoft
consultants were

contracted to provide
support for an existing

PowerBuilder application.
The application included
approximately 50 forms
and each form was built
as a separate project on

the Powerbuilder IDE.
The Powerbuilder
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application was not
developed by a single

PowerBuilder
professional and so the
basis for the application
were using PowerBuilder

classes and objects
created by someone
else. This was not a

problem for the novice
Powerbuilder developer

as the classes and
objects were published
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for the public to use. All
the Powerbuilder

developers knew that
their classes and objects
had been published for

the public to use in other
applications. It was

found that the individual
forms had their own
close, edit, open and

save button. The
application had a close
button which was used
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as a pop-up menu to
select forms that could

be closed to save
changes. The Save

button used on each
form as a push button
action. In all but one
form the close button

and Save button were at
different locations on the

form and this usually
meant an additional

screen navigation was
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required to save all the
required changes. An
option was therefore

presented to the
customer to consolidate

the close and save
buttons on the form so

that it would save a
single overall change on

the form. 5ec8ef588b
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